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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a graph-based system for the dynamic gen-
eration of soundscapes and its implementation in an application
that allows for an interactive, real-time exploration of the result-
ing soundscapes. The application can be used alone, as a pure
sonic exploration device, but it can also be integrated into a virtual
reality engine. In this way, the soundcape can be acoustically in-
tegrate in the exploration of an architectonic/urbanistic landscape.
The paper is organized as follows: after taking into account the lit-
erature relative to soundscape, a formal definition of the concept is
given; then, a model is introduced; finally, a software application
is described together with a case-study.
1. INTRODUCTION
The term “soundscape” has been firstly introduced (or at least, the-
oretically discussed) by R. Murray Schafer in his famous book The
tuning of the world [1]. Murray Schafer has lead the research of
the World Forum For Acoustic Ecology, a group of researchers
and composers who empirically investigated for the first time the
“environment of sounds” in different locations both in America
and in Europe. Murray Schafer and his associates studied for the
first time the relation between sounds, environments and cultures.
Hence on, the diffusion of the term has continuously increased,
and currently the concept of soundscape plays a pivotal role at the
crossing of many sound-related fields, ranging from multimedia
[2] to psychoacoustics [3], from job environment studies [4] to ur-
ban planning [5], from game design [6] [7], to virtual reality [8],
from data sonification [9] to ubiquitous computing [10] [11]: in
particular it is a fundamental notion for acoustic design [12] [13],
electroacoustic composition [14], auditory display studies ([15]).
Indeed, it can be noted that such a diffusion of the term is di-
rectly proportional to the fuzziness of its semantic spectrum. It is
possible to individuate three main meanings of the term “sound-
scape”, related to three different areas of research:
• Ecology/anthropology [16]. Since Murray Schafer’s pio-
neering work, this perspective aims at defining the rele-
vance of sound for the different cultures and societies in
relation to the specific environment they inhabit. A sound-
scape is here investigated through an accurate social and an-
thropological analysis. The goals are two. On the one side,
the researchers are interested in documenting and archiving
sound materials related to a specific socio-cultural and his-
torical context. On the other side, they aim at leading the
design of future projects related to the environmental sound
dimension.
• Music and sound design [17]. The musical domain is par-
ticularly relevant. All along the 20th century, ethnomusi-
cological studies, bruitism, “musique d’ameublement” and
“musique anecdotique” have fed the reflection on environ-
mental sound dimension as acoustic scenery or as scenic
atmosphere [18]. At the same time, musique concrète has
prompted composers to think about sounds as sound ob-
jects. During the ’60-’70s many composers started working
with sound field recording. Sharing the musique concrète
attitude towards sound, they have been strongly influenced
by the soundscape studies. Not by chance, many of Murray
Schafer’s associates were composers. Thus, the concept is
widely present in many contemporary musical forms, as the
soundscape itself is regarded as a form of “natural” music
composition (in general, cf. [19]). More, “soundscape com-
position” identifies a mainly electro-acoustic genre, start-
ing from natural acoustic environmental sounds, sometimes
juxtaposed with musical scores. Also, sound designers work-
ing for cinema and TV have contributed to the diffusion of
the term, indicating with “soundscape” the idea of an acous-
tic scenario to be added/adapted to the moving image ([20],
cf. [21]).
• Architecture/urban planning [22]. In recent years, electro-
acoustic technology and architectural acoustics have allowed
to think about the relation between sound and space in a
new form, in order to make citizens aware of the sonic en-
vironment (the soundscape) they live in, so that they can ac-
tively contribute to its re-design. Many architectural projects
have been developed descending from these assumptions
[23]. The concept of “lutherie urbaine” has been proposed
as a combined design –of architecture and of materials– for
the production of monumental components located in pub-
lic spaces and capable of acting like resonators for the sur-
rounding sound environment [24].
It must be noted that such a complex and rich set of features re-
lated to soundscape is extremely relevant because it demonstrates
that the problem of the relation between sound and space cannot
be solved only in acoustic or psycho-acoustic terms. An acoustic
or psycho-acoustic approach considers the relation among sound,
space and listener in terms of signal transfer [25]. Acoustic ecol-
ogy, through a large body of studies dedicated to soundscape de-
scription and analysis ([1], has pointed out that the perception
of soundscape implies the integration of low-level psychoacous-
tic cues with higher level perceptual cues from the environment,
its cultural and anthropological rooting, its deep relations with hu-
man practices. The integration of soundscape in a landscape doc-
umentation/simulation is crucial in order to ensure a believable
experience in human-computer interaction [26]. A consequence
of the integration among different perceptual domains and among
multilevel information is that the study of soundscape requires to
include phenomenological and semiotic elements. In this sense,
the study of soundscape can benefit from the research in “audio-
vision”, i.e. the study of the relation between audio and video in
audiovisual texts (film, video etc) [27]. More, soundscape stud-
ies have highlighted the relevance of different listening strategies
in the perception of the sonic environments: from a phenomeno-
logical perspective ([28], [29]) it is possible to identify an “index-
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ical” listening (when sounds are brought back to their source), a
“symbolic” listening (which maps a sound to its culturally-specific
meanings), an “iconic” listening (indicating the capabilites of cre-
ating new meanings from a certain sound material [28]).
2. FOR A DEFINITION OF SOUNDSCAPE
As the semantic spectrum of the term “soundscape” is quite fuzzy,
a modelization of soundscape requires firstly of all to provide an
explicit definition. With this aim, we need to introduce other con-
cepts. A “sound object” is a cognitive and phenomenological unit
of auditory perception [28]. It can be thought as an “auditory
event” [30] and integrated in terms of ecological and cognitive
plausibility in the auditory scene analysis approach [31]. Its na-
ture of “object” is intended to emphasize its semiotic quality. This
means that a sound object is always related to a specific listening
practice, so it is not exclusively placed at the perceptual level but
is also related to a specific cultural context. As sound objects are
temporal objects, their description must include a temporal orga-
nization.
Traditionally, the soundscape studies have insisted on a tripar-
tite typology of sounds in relation to their socio-cultural function
[16]: keynote sounds, signal sounds, soundmarks. Keynote sounds
are the sounds heard by a particular society continuously, or fre-
quently enough, to form a background against which other sounds
are perceived (e.g. the sound of the sea for a maritime commu-
nity). Signals stands to keynotes sounds as a figure stands to a
background: they emerges as isolated sounds against a keynote
background (e.g. a fire alarm). Soundmarks are historically rel-
evant signals (e.g. the ringing of the historical bell tower of a
city). While this classification is intended as a guidance for the
analysis of the soundscape in its cultural context, here we propose
a different classification focusing on the perceptual and indexical
properties of the soundscape. In particular, the sound objects of a
soundscape can be distinguished in:
• atmospheres: in relation to sound, Böhme has proposed an
aesthetics of atmospheres [32]. Every soundscape has in-
deed a specific “scenic atmosphere”, which includes ex-
plicitly an emotional and cultural dimension. An atmo-
sphere is an overall layer of sound, which cannot be ana-
lytically decomposed in single sound objects, as no partic-
ular sound object emerges. Atmosphere characterizes quiet
states without relevant sound events. While keynote sounds
are intended as background sounds (i.e. they are a layer
of the soundscape), atmospheres identify the whole sound
complex.
• events: an event is a single sound object of well-defined
boundaries appearing as an isolated figure. In this sense, it
is similar to a signal as defined in soundscape studies.
• sound subjects: a sound subject represents the behavior of
a complex source in terms of sequencing relations between
events. In other words, a sound subject is a description of
a sound source in terms of a set of events and of a set of
sequencing rules.
In other words, an atmosphere is a sound object which source can-
not be identified, as the source coincides with the whole environ-
ment. Events and sound subjects are sound objects related to spe-
cific sources. In the case of an event, the behavior of the source
is simple, and can be thought as the emission of a specific sound
object. In case of a sound subject, the behavior is complex and
must be specified as a set of generation rules.
Still, the previous classification of sound objects is not enough
to exhaustively define a soundscape. A soundscape is not only
a specific structure of sound objects arranged in time (otherwise,
every piece of music could be defined a soundscape), but it is re-
lated to a space, so that the exploration of such a space would
reveal other nuances of the same soundscape. This exploration
is performed by a listener, not to be intended as a generic psycho-
acoustic subject but considered as a culturally-specific one: through
the exploration of the space, the listener defines a transformation
on the sound objects that depends on the mutual relation between
her/himself and the objects. The transformation is operated by the
listener and is intended as a global response of the environment
to her/his exploration. The transformation is both spatial –as it de-
pends on features related to the listening space (e.g. reverberation)–
and semiotic –as it depends on cultural aspects (e.g. specific lis-
tening strategies). By coupling the spatial and semiotic aspects,
Wishart [33] has discussed in depth the symbolic construction of
landscape in acousmatic listening conditions, by taking into ac-
count this overall sound dimension. For Wishart “the landscape of
a sound-image” is “the imagined source of the perceived sounds”
([33]: p. 44). In this sense, for Wishart the landscape of the sounds
heard at an orchestral concert is musician-playing-instruments, ex-
actly as the landscape of the same concert heard over loudspeakers
through recording is also musician-playing-instruments. The re-
constructed landscape is a semiotic construction based on cultural
coding of soundscape. Wishart proposes a semiotic/phenomenological
description of natural soundscapes. For instance: moorlands reveal
a lack of echo or reverberation, sense of great distance, indicated
by sounds of very low amplitude with loss of high-frequency com-
ponents; valleys display a lack of distance cues and possibly in-
clude some specific image echos; forests are typified by increasing
reverberation as the distance of the source from the listener in-
creases ([33]: p. 45). Such a characterization can be semantically
described through three continuous parameters: dynamics (cf. in
music: from ppp to fff ), reverberation (expressed along the axis
dry/wet), brightness (in timbral studies, typically along the axis
bright/dull). It can be noted that a similar semantic description is
strictly correlated to psychoacoustic cues, respectively intensity,
direct-to-reverberant ratio, spectrum [26]. These three categories
provide three descriptive axes for a qualitative evaluation of the
global acoustic behavior of the soundscape: each soundscape can
then be represented as a point in a three dimensional, qualitative
space. From the previous discussion, we can provide the following
definition:
A soundscape is a temporal and typological organization of
sound objects, related to a certain geo-cultural context, in relation
to which a listener can apply a spatial and semiotic transformation.
3. TOWARDS A FORMALIZED MODEL
It is worth noting that, despite the profusion of usages, there are
neither models nor applications aiming at a simulation of a sound-
scape starting from the analysis of an existing soundscape.
Listen [34] works on the generation and control of interac-
tive soundscapes, but does not include an explicit modelization of
the soundscape itself. Tapestrea [17] is designed to generate “en-
vironmental audio” in real time, but does not define any relation
between sound and space.
In devising a computational model to be implemented in an
application, a first issue concerns the relation between the acoustic
and the phenomenological level. As a computer deals only with
sound signals, for each sound object a matching signal must be
individuated [26]. The problem is particularly relevant when the
sound objects are simultaneous. The more complex a soundscape
is, the more difficult is to unambiguously identify a signal corre-
sponding to a sound object. Hence on, a “sound material” will be
an audio signal corresponding to a certain sound object. Thus, in
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the analysis of a complex soundscape, there are at least two diffi-
cult issues: first, the decomposition of the sound continuum into
sound objects; second, the retrieval of the corresponding signal for
each sound object. As an example, in the soundscape of a restau-
rant kitchen, the decomposition of the overall sound into unitary
elements can be quite vague, as some elements are easy recogniz-
able (creaking fire, falling water, voices of the cooks), but on the
other side there is a diffuse texture made of a large amount of mi-
crosonic events that can be hardly brought back to their sources.
But even after having identified the sound objects, it can be very
difficult to extract isolated signals from the global soundscape.
The first issue can be identified as “semiotic discretization”, the
second as “acoustic discretization”: it is thus possible to consider
both a semiotic discretization error (Sde) and an acoustic dis-
cretization error (Ade). If the space is taken into account while
defining a soundscape (i.e. a soundscape is indexically related to a
certain space), it can happen that a space presents different sound
regions. “Soundscape” will then indicate the summation of all the
sound regions that a listener will be able to explore. Such regions
can be called “zones”. A zone is a sound region that can include
all the different kinds of sound objects previously discussed: at-
mospheres, events and sound subjects. In turn, a sound subject SS
represents the behavior of a source in term of sequencing relations
on a set of sound objects. It can be then defined as the summation





A zone is then the summation of all the atmospheres A, the events
E, and the sound subjects SS, plus the set of temporal and spatial
relations R defined over them. As a consequence, a zone Z can be
formally defined as follows:
Z =
X
(A + E + SS) + R
Typically, in the literature a soundscape is considered a unitary ob-
ject characterized by a set of relevant features. A “static” sound-
scape SSC (see later for static/dynamic opposition) is the summa-
tion of all the different sound zones Z, without the errors induced





As noted, the previous definition is still static, as it does not take
into account the role of the listener. The given definition consid-
ers all the sound objects, but still does not recognize a role for
the listener: in this sense is still static. As already discussed, the
presence of a listener –exploring the space– allows to reveal the
global acoustic properties of the space itself. The definition of a
“dynamic” soundscape DSC considers the listener L as a func-
tion receiving as argument a static soundscape SSC, intended as
a collection of sound objects and their relations.
DSC = L(SSC)
Starting from the previous definition of soundscape, it is pos-
sible to propose a model for the simulation of soundscapes. The
proposed system is named GeoGraphy and features four phases
(Fig. 1): 1. classification, analysis and recording, 2. production,
3. generation, 4. evaluation.
4. CLASSIFICATION, ANALYSIS AND RECORDING
The first phase aims at gathering data from the real environment. It
includes the classification of sound objects, their perceptual anal-
ysis and the recording of the related sound material.
First, general information on the space are collected, including
cultural features (e.g. if it is a religious or a secular space) ascribed
to it, topographical organization (e.g. if it contains pedestrian ar-
eas), global acoustic properties (e.g. if it is reverberant or not and
how much).
Then, we proceed at the identification of sound objects. This
is a particularly delicate task, as it cannot make use of measure-
ments but must rely on qualitative parameters. In order to limit
the subjectivity of evaluation and to reduce the complexity and ar-
bitrariness of the whole operation, a specific two-step procedure
has been devised. The first step focuses on an “absentminded”
exploration of the soundscape: the analyst must be perceptually
open, adhering to a passive listening strategy [21]. In this way it
becomes possible to identify the most relevant sound objects of
the overall soundscape, i.e. the ones that are evident even to the
least aware listeners. Moreover, the analyst carries out interviews
with different kinds of listeners, dealing with their global experi-
ence of the soundscape at different levels (perceptual, emotional,
cultural). In the second step, an active listening strategy locates
the sound objects in the space. The soundscape is investigated in
depth, so that now even less prominent sound objects can be de-
tected and analyzed. The step consists in an on-site exploration, so
that the eye can complement and help the ear in the retrieval pro-
cess while aiming at identifying areas with homogeneous sound
objects. As an example, in case of a market, different areas can
be identified in relation to different stands, pedestrian crossovers,
loading/unloading areas, parking zones. It is thus possible to cre-
ate a sound map (Fig. 7) partitioned into areas with sound objects
assignment.
Then, we focuses on the analysis of specific sequences of sound
objects. As an example, loading/unloading procedures in a market
are characterized by specific sequences of sounds: it can be said
that they show a specific syntax, i.e. temporal ordering. The anal-
ysis of the temporal behavior of the syntactical properties of sound
objects is fundamental for the parameterization of the generative
algorithm (see later).
Finally, recordings of raw audio material from the environ-
ment are realized. The recording process tries to avoid informa-
tion loss. In fact, if a sound material is not recorded, it cannot be
recovered any more in the next phases of the process. As a con-
sequence, the recording procedure is based on a double approach.
On one side, large portions of soundscape are recorded via an om-
nidirectional microphone: so, a large quantity of raw material is
available for editing and processing. On the other side, high direc-
tivity microphones (“shotgun”) are used to capture a wide variety
of emissions while minimizing undesired background. This col-
lection of sound emissions can be filtered out in the analysis step.
The data gathered in this phase are furtherly refined in the pro-
duction phase.
5. PRODUCTION
The production phase focuses on the creation of the soundscape
database. The database is intended as a catalogue of the sound-
scape information and contains all the previously discussed infor-
mation. The fundamental operation in this phase is the creation of
sound materials. As discussed, a sound material is the audio signal
associated with a sound object. The phase consists of two steps.
First, recordings are analyzed through an acousmatic listening
while the classification/recording phase relies on symbolic and in-
dexical listening, trying to identify culturally relevant objects and
locate them in the space. The production phase focuses on iconic
listening strategy, since it considers the sounds as perceptual ob-
jects, regardless of their meaning or relation to the environment.
After an accurate, acousmatic listening, the final set of sound ob-
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Figure 1: The GeoGraphy model. The generated soundscape (right) contains a reduced set of relevant sound objects.
jects is identified. Then, sound materials are created: this opera-
tion involves some editing on audio samples (e.g. noise reduction,
dynamics compression, normalization). In case different sound
objects reveal analogous phenomenological features, they can be
grouped into a single sound material. For example, the sounds of
forks, spoons and knifes are indexically different; at an iconic lis-
tening, they can reveal a substantial phenomenological identity, so
that they are realized through the same sound material.
The second step is a general reviewing phase of the previous
information in order to create a final sound map. If some sound
material is lacking, a new recording session is planned, targeted to
that specific sound object. In this way a feedback loop is defined
from production to classification (hence the double arrow in Fig.
1).
6. GENERATION
The information retrieved from the annotation/analysis of the real
soundscape is then used to generate a synthesized soundscape. The
generation process involves two components.
The first is a formal model defining a dynamic algorithm for
the sequencing of the sound objects. In order to be dynamic, the
algorithm must meet two requirements. First, it must be genera-
tive, i.e. to be able to create an infinite set of sequences of sound
objects. This sequence represents a continuous variation over the
same soundscape from a finite set of sound objects. Second, the
algorithm must be able to merge the information coming from the
sequencing process with the user’s navigation data. In this way,
a soundscape can be simulated and explored interactively. The
generative model is based on graphs and extends the GeoGraphy
system [35] [36].
The second component is responsible for the interpretation of
the data generated by the model in a sonic context. Hence, it is
named “Sound Interpreter”.
In the following subsections we first describe the two levels of
GeoGraphy, and then the Sound Interpreter.
6.1. GeoGraphy, I level: graphs
Graphs have proven to be powerful structure to describe musical
structures ([37]): they have been widely used to model sequenc-
ing relation over musical elements belonging to a finite set. It can
be disputed if non-hierarchical systems are apt for music organi-
zation, as hierarchical structures have proven to be useful in mod-
eling e.g. tonal music ([38]). But hierarchical structures are not
present in soundscapes: on the contrary, it is common to consider
soundscape in terms of multiple parallel and independent layers
woodLow woodHi
A B B A B













Figure 2: A graph (left) and a resulting sequence (right). A and B:
vertices; 1,2,3: edges. The duration of the vertices is 0.7.
of sound ([1]). A common feature of all these graph representa-
tions devised for music is that they generally do not model tempo-
ral information: the GeoGraphy model relies on time-stamped se-
quences of sound objects. The sequencing model is a direct graph
(Figure 2), where each vertex represents a sound object and each
edge represents a possible sequencing relation on pairs of sound
objects. This graph is actually a multigraph, as it is possible to
have more than one edge between two vertices; it can also include
loops (see Figure 2 on vertex 2). Each vertex is labeled with the
sound object duration and each edge with the temporal distance be-
tween the onsets of the two sound objects connected by the edge
itself. The graph defines all the possible sequencing relation be-
tween adjacent vertices. A sequence of sound objects is achieved
through the insertion of dynamic elements, called “graph actants”.
A graph actant is initially associated with a vertex (that becomes
the origin of a path); then the actant navigates the graph by follow-
ing the directed edges according to some probability distribution.
Each vertex emits a sound object at the passage of a graph actant.
Multiple independent graph actants can navigate a graph structure
at the same time, thus producing more than one sequence. In case
a graph contains loops, sequences can also be infinite. As mod-
eled by the graph, the sound object’s duration and the delay of
attack time are independent: as a consequence, it is possible that
sound objects are superposed. This happens when the vertex la-
bel is longer than the chosen edge label. A soundscape is a set
of sequences, which are superposed like tracks: in a soundscape
there are as many sequences as graph actants. At the first level the
generation process can be summarized as follows. Graph actants
circulates on the graph: there are as many simultaneous sound ob-
ject sequences as active graph actants. In the generation process,
when an actant reaches a vertex, it passes to the level II the vertex
identifier: the ID will be used in the map of graphs to determine
if the vertex itself is heard by the Listener (see later). An example
is provided in Figure 2. The graph (left) is defined by two ver-
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tices and four edges. The duration of both vertices is set to 0.7
seconds. In Figure 2 (right), vertices are labeled with an identifier
(“1”, “2”). More, each vertex is given a string as an optional infor-
mation (“woodLow”, “woodHigh”), to be used in sound synthesis
(see later). A soundscape starts when an actant begins to navigate
the graph, thus generating a sequence. Figure 2 (left) represents a
sequence obtained by inserting a graph actant on vertex 1. The ac-
tant activates vertex 1 (“woodLow”), then travels along edge 4 and
after 1 second reaches vertex 2 (“woodHi”), activates it, chooses
randomly the edge 2, re-activates vertex 2 after 1.2 seconds (edge
2 is a loop), then chooses edges 1, and so on. While going from
vertex 1 to vertex 2 by edge 3, vertex duration (0.7) is greater then
edge duration (0.5) and sound objects overlap. The study of the
temporal pattern of the many sound objects provides the informa-
tion to create graphs capable of representing the pattern. Every
graph represents a certain structure of sound objects and its behav-
ior. Different topologies allow to describe structure of different de-
grees of complexity. This is apparent in relation to the three types
of sound objects previously introduced. Atmosphere are long, con-
tinuous textural sounds: they can be represented by a single vertex
with an edge loop, where the vertex duration (typically of many
seconds) coincides with the edge duration (Figure 3, a). In this
sense, atmospheres simply repeat themselves. Analogously, events
can be represented by graphs made of a single vertex with many
different looping edges, which durations are considerably larger
than the duration of the vertex (Figure 3, b). In this way, isolated,
irregularly appearing events can be generated. Indeed, the graph
formalism is mostly useful for sound subjects. A complex, irreg-
ular pattern involving many sound objects can be aptly described
by a complex multigraph (Figure 3, c). The multigraph can gener-
ate different sequences from the same set of sound objects: in this
sense, it represents a grammar of the sound subject’s behavior.
a b c
Figure 3: Possible topologies for atmosphere, events and sound
subjects (sizes of vertices and edge lengths roughly represents du-
rations).
6.2. GeoGraphy, II level: map of graphs
At the second level, the vertices are given an explicit position in
terms of coordinates of a Euclidean 2-dimensional space (hence
the name GeoGraphy: graphs in a space): in this way, the original
location of a sound object is represented. Each vertex is given a
radiation area: the radius indicates the maximum distance at which
the associated sound object can be heard. The space is named map
of graphs. A map contains a finite number of graphs (n), which
work independently, thus generating a sequences, where a is the
total number of the graph actants that navigate in all the graphs.
As there is at least one graph actant for each graph, there will be a
minimum of n tracks (a ≥ n), i.e. potential layers of the sound-
scape. This second metric level allows to include the exploration
process. Inside the map of graphs, a dynamic element, a “Lis-
tener” determines the actually heard soundscape. The Listener is
identified by a position, an orientation and an audibility area (see
Fig. 4). The position is expressed as a point in the map; the ori-












Figure 4: Listener in the map of graphs. The audibility radius
filters out active vertices falling outside.
control; the audibility area defines the perceptual boundaries of
the Listener. The Listener can be thought as a function that fil-
ters and parameterizes the sequences of sound objects generated
by the graph actants. Every time a vertex is activated by a graph
actant, the algorithm calculates the position of the Listener. If the
intersection between the Listener’s audibility area and the vertex’s
energetic area is not void, then the Listener’s orientation and dis-
tance from the vertex are calculated, and all the data (active vertex,
position, distance and orientation of the Listener) are passed to the
DSP module. In sum, the level II receives a vertex ID from the
level I, and adds the information related to its mutual position with
respect to the Listener: distance and displacement along the two
planes. The two-level system outputs a sequence of time-stamped
vertex IDs (I level) with positional information added (II level).
Actually, the level II models the space as a 2-dimensional ex-
tension, and assumes that the sound sources (represented by ver-
tices) are static.
6.3. The Sound Interpreter
The GeoGraphy model does not make any assumption about sound
objects, whose generation is demanded to an external component.
It defines a mechanism to generate sequences of referred sound ob-
jects (grouped in sequences). During the generation step, the data
from the model are passed to the Sound Interpreter. As discussed,
for each event the data include attributes of space and sources, and
movement. The Interpreter defines the audio semantics of the data
by relating them to transform functions. These transform functions
are grouped into libraries containing all the necessary algorithms
to generate the audio signal: they define a mapping schema as-
sociating the vertex IDs to sound materials in the database, and
spatially-related data to audio DSP components, e.g. relating dis-
tance to reverberation or displacement to multi-channel delivery.
By using different libraries the system allows to define flexible
mapping strategies. As an example, one can consider a “cartooni-
fication” library. Rocchesso and his associates [26] have proposed
cartoonification techniques for sound design, i.e. simplified mod-
els for the creation of sounds related to physical processes (e.g.
bouncing, cracking, water pouring etc). The cartoonification pro-
cess starts from an analysis of the physical situation and simplifies
it, retaining only the perceptual and culturally relevant features.
Cartoonification is particularly relevant for GeoGraphy as our ap-
proach is not intended as a physical modelization, but as a semi-
otic/phenomenologic reconstruction. In fact, the map of graphs in
itself can be considered as a cartoonification of the real space. A
cartoonification library can use the distance parameter as a general
controller for audio processing: distance can be used to calculate
amplitude scaling, reverberation parameters and lowpass filter co-
efficients, i.e. the greater the distance, the lower the amplitude
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Figure 5: The generation process. In this case the final delivery is
stereo.
multiplier, the higher the reverberation value, the lower the low-
pass filter’s cut frequency. Orientation will typically be used to
calculate panning. In this way, it is possible to create “sound sym-
bols” of the whole landscape by providing global, semiotically
recognizable, perceptual cues. In this sense, sound symbols can be
thought as cartoonified models of the global, physical properties of
the space. Other libraries can include “fictional” rendering of the
soundspace, e.g. where the distance is directly proportional to the
cut frequency of the lowpass filter, thus inverting the cartonified
schema. In this way, the continuous nature of the space (populated
by the same sound objects) is preserved, even if the global result
can sound “alien”. Alien mappings are useful to create artificial
spaces (for artistic purposes, from music to sound design) and to
test the degree of soundscape invariance over different space mod-
els.
7. EVALUATION
The resulting simulation is evaluated through listening tests, tak-
ing into account both the sound materials and the transformations
induced by space. As the competences about sound can vary dra-
matically from a user to another, the evaluation procedure con-
siders four different typologies of listeners: occasional visitors,
regular goers, non-sensitized listeners, sensitized listeners (musi-
cian/sound designers). Throughout evaluation tests are still to be
carried out. We plan to evaluate the quality of the simulated sound-
scape by comparing it with a real one. In particular, we will define
a path in a real space and record the resulting soundscape with
a stereo microphone while going through it. Then we will simu-
late in GeoGraphy the same soundscape following the procedure
described above: the Listener’s trajectory will reproduce the real
exploring path. In this way, it will be possible to compare the
simulation with the original recording over different listeners, thus
evaluating its global effectiveness.
8. IMPLEMENTATION
The GeoGraphy system has been implemented in the audio pro-
gramming language SuperCollider ([39], see Fig. 6), which fea-
tures a high-level, object-oriented, interactive language together
with a real-time, efficient audio server. The SuperCollider lan-
guage summarizes aspects that are common to other general and
audio-specific programming languages (e.g. respectively Smalltalk
and Csound), but at the same time allows to generate programmat-
ically complex GUIs. The application includes both graphical user
interfaces and scripting capabilities (see Fig. 6). Graph structures
are described textually (with a dot language formalism) and dis-
played graphically. Both the activation of vertices and the interac-
tive exploration process can be visualized in real time. The Open
Sound Control (OSC) interface, natively implemented in Super-
Collider, allows for a seamless network integration with other ap-
plications. As a typical example, the GeoGraphy application can
be connected to a virtual reality engine, in order to allow an audio-
visual integration of an architectonic-urbanistic space.
9. CASE-STUDY: THE MARKET OF THE “BALÔN”
The model has been tested on a simulation of the soundscape of
the Balôn, Turin’s historical market (see [40]). The market is a
Figure 7: Map of a portion of the Balôn market: numbers
and names indicate sound zones identified during the annotation
phase.
typical case of a socio-cultural relevant soundscape. In particular,
the market of the Balôn has a long tradition (it has been estab-
lished more than 150 years ago): it is the greatest outdoor market
in Europe and represents the commercial expression of the cul-
tural heritage of the city of Turin. During the century, it has tena-
ciously retained its identity, characterized by the obstinate will of
the workers of sharing its government’s responsibility. It is prob-
ably the part of Turin where the largest number of different social
realities and cultures inhabit. As a consequence, its soundscape
manifests an impressive acoustic richness. First, it includes lan-
guages and dialects from all the regions of Italy, South America,
Eastern Europe, North Africa. More, there are many qualitatively
different sound sources: every day the market serves 20,000 per-
sons (80,000 on Saturday), and 5,000 persons work there every
day. The analysis of the case-study initially focused on the socio-
cultural dimension of the market, and on short informal interviews
to local workers, customers and worker representatives. The in-
terviews occurred while performing the first absentminded explo-
rations of the place, and annotating the most common sound ob-
jects: the sound of plastic shoppers (noticed like a keynote sound),
the shouts of the merchants, the pervasive noises of vehicles. Then,
sound signals concern specific market stands. This phase has lead
to the creation of a sound map where specific areas have emerged.
As an example, fruit stands include the sound of hard fruits be-
ing knocked over the iron tables or of fresh fruit moved over the
table’s surface. The stands of the anchovy sellers have proven to
be very different, including sounds of metal cans, anchovies be-
ing beaten over wood plates, olives thrown in oil. Subsequently,
geographical-sound zones have been created: the analysis of the
soundscape has led to define five indipendent zones formed by
characteristic elements (events and sound subjects that have a par-
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SuperCollider Control Window
Actant Control Window
Map of Graphs GUI
SupeCollider Server Window
Figure 6: A screenshot from the application with a graph width edge/vertex durations (background), the Actant Control Window and other
SuperCollider-related GUIs for real-time control.
ticular presence in a zone, and that do not often appear in another).
It was been possible to define specific atmospheres. In Fig. 7 all
the zones are illustrated with an identifying index. Zone 5 presents
only vegetable and fruit stands: in this sense, it is a “pure” exam-
ple of sounds related to human activity, as there are no other sound
objects (related, e.g., to motor vehicles). Zone 4 is formed by dif-
ferent and sparse stands; it presents a less prominent density of
market activity sounds because the passage area is bigger, and the
sound of the customers is louder. Zone 3 shows a mixup of sounds
related to market and street/parking areas. Zone 2 is filled by the
sounds of people in the street passage, with trams and buses. Zone
1 refers to the sound atmosphere made up of sounds from deliv-
ery trucks, hand-carts and gathering of packing boxes from stands.
The best field recordings have been chosen in order to create the
sound materials related to each sound object. Typically, many dif-
ferent sound materials related to the same sound object have been
stored, so that the complexity of the original soundscape would
not be lost. The phase has included an in-depth analysis of the
sound object’s behavior and the positioning of the sound objects
over the sound map. Graphs have proven to be capable of express-
ing very different behaviours. As an example, the butcher’s knife
beating the meat generates a single sound object repeated with a
specific pattern, which can be expressed by a graph made of a sin-
gle vertex with a looping edge. Payment procedures have revealed
a chain of many different sound objects: there is a specific pat-
tern of sound objects, involving the rustle of the wrapping paper
and the shopper, the tinkling of coins, the different noises of the
cash register marking the many phases of the action. In this case,
a much more complex graph is needed. Finally, acousmatic lis-
tening of the recordings has allowed to identify a large quantity
of unexpected sound objects. In some cases, this has lead to the
realization of other recording sessions in the market. The informa-
tion gathered during the annotation process has been used to sim-
ulate the Balôn’s soundscape through the GeoGraphy application.
The evaluation phase is actually in a preliminary phase, but has
included both experts (sound designers, soundscape researchers)
and occasional listeners, with positive results in both cases. Re-
portedly, a prominent feature lies in the generative nature of the
system: even if based on a discrete set of sound materials, the use
of graph-based sequencing avoids the feeling of artificiality typi-
cal of sound sample looping, as the soundscape is in continuous
transformation.
10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The notion of soundscape is increasingly relevant not only in con-
temporary culture, but also in the world of sound-related studies.
Still, a rigorous definition of the concept is lacking. By provid-
ing such a formal definition, it is possible to propose a generative
model for the simulation of not only real soundscapes. GeoGraphy
provides a theoretical framework for the modelling of soundscape
in terms of both temporal information describing sound time pat-
terns (via the vertex/edge labeling) and spatial information encod-
ing the site/observer relation (via vertex positioning). The Sound
Interpreter allows to create different soundscapes form the same
set of sound objects by defining specific mapping strategies to dif-
ferent libraries. GeoGraphy implementation in SuperCollider can
operate interactively in real time and it can be integrated in other
multimedia applications. A major issue in GeoGraphy concerns
the generation of multigraphs, actually to be carried out manually
and potentially quite time-consuming. We are planning to extend
the system so to include the automatic generation of graphs start-
ing from information stored in the database or from sound-related
semantic repertoires (see [41]). The database itself can eventually
include not only sound materials created from direct recording but
also samples from available sound libraries. An interesting per-
spective is to investigate user-generated, online databases such as
Freesound1: in this case, the graph generation process can be gov-
erned by social tagging.
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